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Abstract. Weaving is a technique of connecting two or more objects or materials
to weave by crossing each other so that they do not separate from each other. The
material used in the making incorporated in Pecalongan Sukosari Bonodowoso
Village is bamboo. This study uses a qualitative approach with an ethnographic
approach. The goal is to understand the concepts experienced by research subjects
with data collection carried out by observation, documentation, and interviews.
The result of the research is that there aremathematical concepts inwovenbamboo.
The relationship between Jesse and geddang with learning mathematics is to get
up space and wake up flat in the form of circles and cubes.
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1 Introduction

Culture is a habit that is owned by every community. According to the Big Indonesian
Dictionary (KBBI), culture is thought, reason and customs. In contrast, culture results
from activities and the creation of the human mind, such as beliefs, arts, and customs
(Astri et al., 2013).

Most people do not realize that the activities they do contain mathematical concepts.
The tendency of society to viewmathematics as only a subject included in the classroom.
At the same time, mathematics is often used in everyday life, such as measuring length.
According to Bishop, mathematics is a form of culture [1]. Mathematics and culture
cannot be avoided in everyday life because culture is a unified whole that exists in
society. At the same time, mathematics is the knowledge used by humans to solve the
problems of everyday life.

According to Astri [2]. Stated. One thing that can bridge culture and mathematics
is ethnomathematics [1] According to Zulkifli and Dardiri (2016), ethnomathematically
consists of three words, namely the prefix “ethnic,” which means something compre-
hensive that refers to the socio-cultural context. The second root word, “mama,” tends to
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mean explaining, knowing, understanding, and doing activities. The suffix “tik” comes
from techne and has the same meaning as technique [2].

Everyday life, because culture is a The study of ethnomathematics in learning math-
ematics covers all fields. Many studies on ethnomathematics have been carried out, one
of which is in handicrafts such as weaving. Weaving is a handicraft carried out by rural
communities; weaving usually uses bamboo, rattan, and other leaves that can be used
as woven materials. The art of weaving is a genetic heritage of ancestors. Based on the
results of this observation, there is a mathematical element of woven art that can be used
in learning as a source of learning. With this, it can motivate students and add insight
into their education.

Several previous studies related to the ethnomathematical exploration ofwoven bam-
boo, including research conducted by Fahmi Alan Fajar et al. regarding the activities
of measuring, counting, and designing bamboo to be woven. Laila is insane about the
steps in making woven bamboo. So, woven bamboo benefits the community, especially
in everyday life.

1. Exploration

According to the Big Indonesian Dictionary, exploration is the exploration to gain
more knowledge, especially about the natural resources found in that place. According
to Sahertian, exploration is an activity carried out in the context of learning. It refers to
a study (exploration) to gain more knowledge about a situation or object by collecting
data to produce a new form of visualization. Wahyuni dkk (2019) [3].

Based on these two understandings, it can be concluded that exploration is an activity
carried out by a field researcher with the aim of gaining knowledge of a phenomenon
and adding insight.

2. Ethnomathematics

Ethnomathematics is the cultural anthropology of mathematics and mathematics
education [4] fe. According to Zulkifli and Dardiri (2016), ethnomathematically consists
of three words, namely the prefix “ethnic,” which means something comprehensive that
refers to the socio-cultural context. The second root word, “matema,” tends to mean
explaining, knowing, understanding, and doing activities. The suffix “tik” comes from
techne and has the same meaning as technique [2].

Terms according to D’Ambrosio, 1985, mathematics is practiced between identified
cultural groups such as ethnic, national communities, labor groups, children of specific
age groups, and professional classes [5].

So it can be concluded that ethnomathematics is a habit that cultural groups use in
carrying out mathematical activities Wahyui (2016) [6].

3. Woven Bamboo

Weaving is a handicraft made by rural communities. The material of this wicker is
bamboo, rattan, and so on. However, the researchers here focus on woven bamboo.
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Weaving is a handicraft process that requires patience and thoroughness. Weaving is
the crossing between weft and warp; weft is a ribbon strand, while the warp is a ribbon
or strand perpendicular to the weaver [7]. Bamboo is the material used in weaving.

2 Methods

This study uses a qualitative method with an ethnographic approach. The qualitative
approach aims to understand the concepts experienced by research subjects. The ethno-
graphic approach is empirical and theoretical and seeks an in-depth description and anal-
ysis of culture based on intensive field research (Yoki Yusanto, 2019). Data collection
is done by observation, documentation, and interviews.

3 Result and Discussion

Weaving is the crossing between weft andwarp; weft is a ribbon strand, while the warp is
a ribbon or strand perpendicular to theweaver (FebrianaAdiKurniawan, 2015).Weaving
is a technique of connecting two or more objects or materials to weave by crossing each
other so that they do not separate from each other [8]. The material used in making
plaits in Pecalongan Sukosari Bonodowoso Village is bamboo. Before the woven fabric
is used, the bamboo is dried first to make it flexible and not easy to mold.

The results of this woven are often used for household furniture such as rice contain-
ers, containers for celebrations, containers for cleaning rice, and washing rice, which the
people of Pecalongan village call kesseh and gheddheng. Both things have something
to do with learning mathematics because it has a spatial shape. Below will be discussed
further the relationship between woven bamboo and learning mathematics.

A. Kesseh

Kesseh is woven from bamboo, used as a place for rice, washing rice, and a container
for celebrations.Kesseh ismade from thin slices of bamboo,which are thenwoven tightly
and then shaped with a round surface and a rectangular base. On this side of the kesseh
surface, a biker is given, which is wrapped around the kesseh woven to be given a rope
(Fig. 1).

The mathematical concept contained in the kesseh form is a circular surface and a
cube-shaped base. On the surface of the kesseh it has a diameter of 35–60 cm (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Kesseh
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Fig. 2. Kesseh Surface and Base

Fig. 3. Gheddeng

Fig. 4. Bingkar Gheddeng

B. Gheddheng

Gheddheng is a household appliance used to winnow rice and so on. The surface shape
of this gheddheng is a circle with a diameter of 60–85 cm (Fig. 3). So that gheddheng
can be associated with learning mathematics, namely flat shapes, namely circles. With
this, students can learn the area and perimeter of the gheddeng (Fig. 4).

The results of these observations, namely, there are mathematical elements in woven
bamboo. The relationship between kesseh and gheddeng with mathematics learning
is that kesseh has a cube-shaped surface and base so that it is related to mathematics
learning, namely building space and flat wake. While gheddeng has the shape of a circle
so that the relation is flat [9].
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4 Conclusion

The results of this woven are often used for household furniture such as rice containers,
containers for celebrations, cleaning rice, andwashing rice called kesseh and gheddheng.
In this case, ethnomathematics exist in every tool that is analyzed or researched. The
results of these studies can be used in learning mathematics to help students’ insight.
The concepts obtained are:

1. Kesseh has a circular surface shape and a base that has four legs, so it is related to
the concept of flat wake and wake-up space, namely circles and cubes.

2. Gheddheng has the shape of a circle with a diameter and a radius so that it can be
associated with the concept of a flat shape, namely a circle.
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Open Access This chapter is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial 4.0 International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/),
which permits any noncommercial use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any
medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source,
provide a link to the Creative Commons license and indicate if changes were made.

The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the chapter’s Creative
Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material is not
included in the chapter’s Creative Commons license and your intended use is not permitted by
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the copyright holder.
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